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YOU WILL HAVE THE FULL
OPPORTUNITY TO ENJOY
THE FULL BENEFITS
LISTED BELOW

There is no monetary cost to You for
wishing to support this, only huge
near future gain and comfort.

Integrated and Operational upon the
completion of 3 Phases that can
easily be achieved within 6 months, or
less.

The Global People´s in Unison,
because They are the majority upon
the planet, create a digital method of
exchange, a currency.

IT  FULLY ACTIVATES

GLOBALLY THE

INDIVIDUAL´S GOD

GIVEN RIGHTS AND

CHOICES

INSTANT MONEY

Made available to purchase homes and
vehicles from the old system, as all past
foreclosures by banks, etc., have ALL items
returned where possible, or new items given
through the new system.

This INSTANTLY eliminates ALL lack upon
the planet, with the initial payment of an
equivalent of approximately $12K U.S. or
more, providing everyone with
COMFORTABLE needs, a step above BASIC.

This eradicates very rapidly wealth disparity
and separation due to classes of society.
Your products and services transition swiftly
to be free to You.

In the beginning you may maintain Your
present job while STILL collecting the
COMFORT income, as the workforce begins
to rapidly change to reflect what jobs are
essential for the forward movement of
Humanity.

All healthcare is free. Higher healing
technology becomes free and more is
introduced to the People.

This is a constant forward transition to the
future of NOT requiring money at all. 

The People´s Monetary System requires NO
tangible asset backing, money is created
from a combined will of The People, and
not from an assigned value of anything else.

All taxes, debt, loans, interest, profit and
loss, savings, fines, etc., are very rapidly
erased.

Whereas each autograph carries the Divine
Law of the Individual, a combination/unity
of enough autographs concretely enacts
the Divine Law into this reality, and MUST
be adhered to, and can NEVER be opposed.

Upon reaching a number of approximately
1.7 billion, this global voice is announced
publicly as one voice and then
governments and banks have the option to
support and assist on a sublevel, or
withdraw from any opposition efforts.


